The teacher uses technology to support instruction; access and manipulate data; enhance professional growth and productivity; communicate and collaborate with colleagues, parents, and the community; and conduct research.

1. **Personal growth need:**
   - **My strengths**
     - e-mail knowledge
     - accessing internet
     - finding resources for information
     - knowledge of Microsoft word
   - **My areas for Professional Growth:**
     - using digital cameras and web cams
     - using scanners
     - creating spreadsheets and databases

2. **My objectives:**
   - By the end of the semester, I will be able:
     - to effectively use digital cameras and web cams
     - to effectively use scanners
     - to be able and use spreadsheets and databases for my assignments

3. **Strategies (Actions) needed:**
   - I will attend workshops given by the EKU technology department
   - I will seek the assistance I need from friends and faculty that are knowledgeable about the subject
   - I will enroll in a computer course
   - I will practice on-hands and read through the help section on the computer

4. **Strategies for assessing progress:**
   - Grades in my courses
   - My ability to effectively use my computer knowledge without looking at a reference
   - The feedback from my friends and faculty

5. **My new area for Professional Development**
   - Using power point for my classroom presentations